A power shutdown has been arranged on January 17, 2018 to carry out urgent maintenance work at 11 KV Chogum feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. The areas affected are Green Valley, Savlem, Indian Audit, Govekar nagar, Alto Pilerne, Navetim, Sapna Garden Housing Society, Varsha colony, Sidharuth muth, Communidade plots of Sangolda and surrounding areas.

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 17, 2018 on account of maintenance/construction work at 11 KV Vasco -1 feeder from Sancoale Sub station feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Chowgule garden, Vales stop, Dabolim, Chicolna, Bimta, Ranghvi Estate and Bogmalo.

The Public of Bardez, Pernem, Tiswadi and Bicholim taluka are hereby informed that an Emergency Power Shutdown has been arranged on January 18, 2018 from 6.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. to attend fault on 110 KV Main bus at 220/110/33/11KV Sub station at Tivim.

Therefore there will be 100% restriction to HT Consumer and limited restricted Power supply to the consumer of the Talukas mentioned above during the outage period.

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 17, 2018 on account of urgent maintenance work at 11 KV Bastora feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Village Panchayat areas of Bastora, Ucassiam, Paliem, Balbot and surrounding areas.

Similarly, a power shutdown has been arranged on January 18, 2018 on account of urgent maintenance work at 11 KV Parra feeder from Mapusa Sub
Station feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Bodgini, Navtara, Boshan, Verla – Canca, Khalapwaddo, Frestaiswaddo, Naikawaddo, Fondac waddo, Abbaswaddo, Kumyamorod, Sorvem Guirim, Agniwaddo Guirim, Vanciowaddo Guirim, Sonarwaddo Verla, Lobowaddo Parra and surrounding areas.

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 18, 2018 on account of maintenance/construction work at 11 KV Cortalim feeder from Ver na Sub station feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Meeting point, Hotel Mardol, Kesarval hotel, Finolex colony, Velvaddo, Raidor, Shelvona, Uddo.

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 17, 2018 to carry out urgent maintenance work at 11 KV RND feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. The areas affected are Mona nagar, Ram nagar, Patel estate, RND workshop Betim, Gurudwara, Shantadurga Temple and surrounding areas.